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Fill in the missing word.

1. We had      at the party!
2.     play a game.
3. Have you got     milk?
4. I     over there in that house.
5. I am feeling much      now.

Write your own sentences using:
1. 

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

let's

fun

any

lived



Fill in the missing word.

1. I saw two      sat in the tree.
2. The bath was too      .
3. Put your chair      the table.
4. I have saved you a      next to me.
5. How      is the toy car?

Write your own sentences using:
1. much     2.  place     3.  under     4.  hot     5.  birds

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

much

place

under

hot

birds



Fill in the missing word.

1. I love building sandcastles by the    .
2. I      all my times tables.
3. I did      in my test.
4. I have      the lid of the pen.
5. He      so loudly!

Write your own sentences using:
1. know     2.  well     3.  sea     4.  found     5.  laughed

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

know

well

sea

found

laughed

Fill in the missing word.

1. We fed the big      some bread.
2. The      was shining.
3. I wore my      to school today.
4.     , I noticed everyone had gone!
5. My      drove me to the party.

Write your own sentences using:
1. suddenly    2.  mother     3.  hat     4.  sun     5.  duck

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

suddenly

mother

hat

sun

duck



Fill in the missing word.

1. My friend lives      the street.
2. I have never ridden a      .
3. Will it      today?
4. I     my mum about the school trip.
5. I was    next to my sister in the cinema.

Write your own sentences using:
1. told     2.  sat     3.  snow     4.  across     5.  horse

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

told

sat

snow

across

horse

Fill in the missing word.

1. The      wagged its tail.
2. I      really fast.
3. I write with my      hand.
4. How      children are lined up?
5. I can      see you!

Write your own sentences using:
1. ran     2.  dog     3.  right     4.  still     5.  many

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

ran

dog

right

still

many



Fill in the missing word.

1. Please can you open the      .
2. I      think you were coming.
3. I       we had more sweets.
4. I      need some more chairs.
5. We       have 10 minutes.

Write your own sentences using:
1. didn’t     2.  thought     3.  door     4.  may     5.  only

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

didn't

thought

door

may

only

Fill in the missing word.

1. Can we have      go?
2. The toy      sailed on the pond.
3. My balloon went up in the      .
4. I have a pet      .
5. My brother has      to the shop.

Write your own sentences using:
1. another     2.  boat     3.  air    4.  gone     5.  rabbit

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

another

boat

air

gone

rabbit



Fill in the missing word.

1. The snow made everything look     .
2. I looked out of the      .
3. There are lots of      in the park.
4. I hope you have a      birthday.
5. The playdough feels      today.

Write your own sentences using:
1. great     2.  window     3.  trees     4.  hard     5.  white

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

great

window

trees

hard

white

Fill in the missing word.

1. He ran really       .
2. Do you know who     the last sweet?
3.       is in the home corner?
4. I would like the       balloon.
5. Time to go to       !

Write your own sentences using:
1. who     2.  took     3.  red    4.  bed     5.  fast

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

who

took

red

bed

fast



Fill in the missing word.

1. I like playing in the       .
2. Would you like to      a game?
3. I have left my coat at       .
4. We       do our work.
5. I have       to show you.

Write your own sentences using:
1. home     2.  play     3.  must     4.  something     5.  garden

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

home

play

must

something

garden

Fill in the missing word.

1. I am      home now.
2. My rabbit has got      ears.
3. I had a      cold.
4.      is it so cold today?
5. My sister goes to      with her teddy.

Write your own sentences using:
1. why     2.  sleep     3.  bad     4.  shouted     5.  coming

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

why

sleep

bad

shouted

coming



Fill in the missing word.

1. I     
2. I had pizza for      tonight.
3. My brother is      tall.
4. My      are too big for my wellies.
5. I think      got my bag.

Write your own sentences using:
1. cried     2.  feet   3.  tea     4.  really     5.  he’s

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

cried

feet

tea

really

he's

Fill in the missing word.

1. The cat chased a      in the garden.
2. We      at the side of the road.
3. I brush my teeth      day.
4. I      I need a new pencil.
5.     please , I would like some more!

Write your own sentences using:
1. think     2.  yes     3.  stop     4.  mouse     5.  every

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

think

yes

stop

mouse

every



Fill in the missing word.

1. I live      the corner.
2. We      our books to the teacher.
3. What has      going on today?
4. Where      the pen gone?
5. My      has a big playground.

Write your own sentences using:
1. school     2.  has     3.  been     4.  gave     5.  around

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

school

has

been

gave

around

Fill in the missing word.

1. The     
2. The      and rain are cold today.
3. I put my book on the      of the pile.
4. I had my breakfast this      .
5. Please      in a straight line.

Write your own sentences using:
1. keep     2.  morning     3.  top     4.  wind     5.  river

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

keep

morning

top

wind

river



Fill in the missing word.

1. I made a    when I blew out my candles.
2. I have bunk beds in my      .
3. I have brown      .
4. My mum      her birthday card.
5. The       is in her palace.

Write your own sentences using:
1. room     2.  queen     3.  eyes     4.  wish     5.  liked

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

room

queen

eyes

wish

liked

Fill in the missing word.

1. I love       and chips.
2. We have     packets of sweets to share.
3. Which      is the playground?
4. I      three of the apples.
5.      got your bag.

Write your own sentences using:
1. 

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

took

two

way

I've



Fill in the missing word.

1. There is a new shop in       .
2. That is such a cute       .
3. Shall we go       the woods?
4. Do you want a biscuit       cake?
5. I have all of       toys .

Write your own sentences using:
1. or     2.  our     3.  through     4.  baby     5.  town

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

or

our

through

baby

town

Fill in the missing word.

1. I had boiled      for breakfast.
2. The      had an enormous castle.
3. The ball      out of my hand.
4. It was my birthday      week.
5. I gave one sweet to     of the children.

Write your own sentences using:
1. last     2.  each     3.  fell     4.  eggs     5.  giant

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

last

each

fell

eggs

giant



Fill in the missing word.

1. I      into the water.
2. I choose my favourite      to read.
3. My      came to my party.
4. The water      cold today.
5. Let’s play it      more.

Write your own sentences using:
1. jumped     2. book     3.  friends     4.  once     5.  looks

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

jumped

book

friends

once

looks

Fill in the missing word.

1.       you like an apple?
2. I think       enjoyed that!
3. The queen gave the      her crown.
4. I saw a      last night.
5.     

Write your own sentences using:
1. would     2. fox     3.  that’s     4.  king     5.  everyone

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

would

fox

that's

king

everyone



Fill in the missing word.

1.      can we go for tea?
2. I like the      at the Pizza Place.
3. I want to      some chips.
4. I      to have a rest.
5. I put the hat on my      .

Write your own sentences using:
1. where     2.  eat     3.  food     4.  need     5.  head

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

where

eat

food

need

head

Fill in the missing word.

1. I’m cold      I forgot my coat.
2.      can I have another go?
3. I always      my favourite pen.
4. The jigsaw is in the       .
5. I put it away in       place.

Write your own sentences using:
1. because     2.  its     3.  box     4.  please     5.  use

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

because

its

box

please

use



Fill in the missing word.

1. The grass is      in the park.
2. I am counting      numbers.
3. It was so      last night.
4. There is one      missing.
5. I walked     the path.

Write your own sentences using:
1. even     2.  green     3.  dark     4.  thing     5.  along

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

even

green

dark

thing

along

Fill in the missing word.

1. I am       to the shop.
2. I      a bike for my birthday.
3. There are      of balloons.
4. I have      sisters.
5. Are there any      songs to sing?

Write your own sentences using:
1. wanted     2.  other     3.  going    4.  lots     5.  three

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

wanted

other

going

lots

three



Fill in the missing word.

1. I went swimming      school.
2. I always       hard in lessons.
3. I      work out how to do it.
4. The      was very polite.
5. All of      were together.

Write your own sentences using:
1. man     2.  after     3.  us     4.  work     5.  couldn’t

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

man

after

us

work

couldn't

Fill in the missing word.

1. I      to cross the road.
2. I like       food to my sister.
3. I     happy playing with my friends.
4. My      has got a pet dog.
5. The      are growing in the garden.

Write your own sentences using:
1. 

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

am

grandad

stopped

plants



Fill in the missing word.

1. The      protects the castle.
2. They lived happily      after.
3.     
4. I will have my tea      I go out.
5. I will     you play with my doll

Write your own sentences using:
1. before     2.  let    3.  there’s    4.  ever     5.  dragon

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

before

let

there's

ever

dragon

Fill in the missing word.

1. The man      when he hurt his foot.
2. The      drove fast down the road.
3. I went       in the line.
4. I need a      jumper.
5. How       that happen?

Write your own sentences using:
1. 

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

did

new

shouted

car



Fill in the missing word.

1. The fairy waved her      wand.
2.       old are you?
3. I’m going there       week.
4. The puppy is very       .
5. There are many      to put away.

Write your own sentences using:
1. how     2.  things     3.  magic     4.  next     5.  small

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

how

things

magic

next

small

Fill in the missing word.

1. I      my t-shirt out of the drawer.
2. I am      for the game in my room.
3. My      made me a chocolate cake.
4. The      has got red shoes.
5. I don’t want to      the bus.

Write your own sentences using:
1. gran     2.  girl     3.  looking    4.  miss     5.  pulled

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

gran

girl

looking

miss

pulled



Fill in the missing word.

1. I have got new      for the party.
2. I don’t know      cake to choose.
3. I have reached the     of my book.

    of the maths problems.
5. I hope     going to have fun today.

Write your own sentences using:
1. keep     2.  key     3.  king     4.  know     5.  last

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

clothes

which

end

most

we're

Fill in the missing word.

1. The        is so tall.
2. How       is it till lunchtime?
3. The shop is       there.
4. The story has a good       .
5. I will       do that again.

Write your own sentences using:
1. over     2.  long     3.  tree     4.  never    5.  narrator

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

over

long

tree

never

narrator



Fill in the missing word.

1. My     
2. The       live in the zoo.
3. I went out last       .
4. Would you like to come     for tea?
5. I       to be your friend.

Write your own sentences using:
1. want     2.  cat     3.  round     4.  animals     5.  night

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

want

cat

round

animals

night

Fill in the missing word.

1. I will      you all about it.
2. I went      the play centre.
3. It is so      outside today.
4. The young bird is learning to     .
5. I am taller      my brother.

Write your own sentences using:
1. 

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

tell

inside

than

cold



Fill in the missing word.

1. I have a golden      for the lock.
2. I can      really fast.
3. I did my      today.

         quickly in the greenhouse.
5. I love to play in the      .

Write your own sentences using:
1. key     2.  run     3.  best     4.  park     5.  grow

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

key

run

best

park

grow

Fill in the missing word.

    .
2. It will       be bedtime.
3. The children have      manners.
4.     
5. Can we watch it       ?

Write your own sentences using:
1. good     2.  again     3.  I’ll     4.  boy     5.  soon

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

good

again

I'll

boy

soon



Fill in the missing word.

1. Is there any      pudding?
2. I have put all the cups      .

     at 4pm.
4. What did your mum    when you asked her?
5. I       see where they went.

Write your own sentences using:
1. away    2.  can’t     3.  more     4.  began     5.  say

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

away

can't

more

began

say

Fill in the missing word.

1. She wanted a drink of      .
2. Where do you      ? 
3. I can’t      the other sock.
4. Are      the correct answers?
5. My      is called Ted.

Write your own sentences using:
1. 

                                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

Look and Say
Look, Say
and Write

Cover and 
Write

Check and
Write Again

water

bear

these

live


